GOOD GROUND (Faith & Life Press / Brethren Press)

All Heaven Breaks Loose - Studies in the Gospel of Mark, Kathleen Kern. Session 1 - Never the same again; Session 2 - Leading with Compassion; Session 3 - Close to Home; Session 4 - The Other Side of Suffering; Session 5 - Preparing for the End; Session 6 - Life and Death in the Raw.

An Odd Body - Church, Witness, & Culture in 1 & 2 Corinthians, Teresa Moser. Session 1 - The Christian Community: An Alternative Way to Live; Session 2 - Marriage: A Special Calling; Session 3 - Singleness: A Prophetic Option; Session 4 - Forgive and Forgive; Session 5 - The Body of Christ: Each Part Different, Each Part Necessary; Session 6 - Dedicated Disciples Dig Deep.

Banking on God - Exploring Salvation in the Bible, Perry Yoder. Session 1 - God Saves at the Red Sea Bank; Session 2 - God Loves You All; Session 3 - Trust and Salvation; Session 4 - Your Faith Has Made You Well; Session 5 - Salvation as Conversion and Calling; Session 6 - Saved by Grace, Judged by Works. $5.95

Bursting the Wineskins - Five Radical Sermons of Jesus in Matthew, Kathleen Kern. Like a good marketer, Jesus was interested in packaging. He knew the radical message of the gospel was too explosive to put in the old package, so he shook things up and demanded that we bear the gospel in a new way. Bursting the Wineskins looks at five of Jesus’ mind-blowing sermons in Matthew, which, to this day, require that we get out of our old skin to look at the world in new ways. $5.95

Choosing Sides - Faithfulness in the Book of Joshua, Frank Ramirez. Session 1 - Passing on the Torch; Session 2 - Generations: Who Started It?; Session 3 - Miracles; Session 4 - Innovations; Session 5 - Another Way of Living; Session 6 - Count Well the Cost. $5.95

Come Again? - Exploring the Hard Saying of Jesus, James Benedict. Session 1 - The Great Divide; Session 2 - Look Sharp!; Session 3 - Five Steps to Financial Freedom; Session 4 - Strike Two!; Session 5 - A Grave Choice; Session 6 - What's for Supper? $5.95

Cracking the Code Making Sense of Daniel & Ezekiel for Today, Frank Ramirez. Those who are looking for coded messages in Ezekiel and Daniel-messages predicting the end of the world-won’t find them in this study. Instead, Cracking the Code plumbs these two apocalyptic books for their true message of encouragement-encouragement for all beleaguered people of faith. “In the face of trouble,” they tell us, “hold on a little longer. Don’t take things into your own hands, but wait on our ever faithful God, who will find the way out.” Despite what we may think, it’s not the end of the world! $5.95

Curse God and Die? - Struggling with Faith in the Book of Job, Tim Lehman. Session 1 - Between Heaven and Earth; Session 2 - Why Ask Why?; Session 3 - Does God Live in a Box?; Session 4 - Going It Alone; Session 5 - Is Anybody Listening?; Session 6 - It's Okay to be Human. $5.95

Diamond in the Rough - The Spiritual Apprenticeship of David, Bruce Yoder. David was the greatest king that ever ruled the nation of Israel. He was known as a friend of God, and Jesus himself was called the “son of David.” But like all of us, David became the person he was through his scrapes with his own humanity and through his relationships with others and with God. These six sessions on David’s life before he was crowned prove what thought and action on our own quest for spiritual maturity. $5.95

Enter the Kingdom - Studies in Luke Acts, Bruce Yoder. Session 1 - Jesus Who?; Session 2 - Healing the Broken; Breaking the Status Quo; Session 3 - Welcome, Neighbor: Gospel Hospitality; Session 4 - The Baby and the Bath Water; Session 5 - Let Us Pray; Session 6 - A Gift: Count the Cost. $5.95

First Love - Community and Faith in 1, 2, 3 John, Ken Hawkley. Session 1 - Back to Square One; Session 2 - Suffering a Fracture; Session 3 - Sticks and Stones; Session 4 - All You Need is Love; Session 5 - Testing the Spirits; Session 6 - A Winning Future. $5.95

For Better, For Worse - God’s Relentless Love in Amos and Hosea, Regina Shands Stoltzfus. Session 1 - Speaking Unsavory Truth; Session 2 - Religious Masquerade; Session 3 - When Prayer Fails; Session 4 - Reneging on Commitments; Session 5 - Sweet Repentance; Session 6 - A Judging God, a Compassionate God. $5.95

For Crying Out Loud - Studies in Exodus, Julie Garber & Craig Morton. Session 1 - God Remembers the Promise to Abraham; Session 2 - Establishing Passover; Session 3 - Liberated for What?; Session 4 - Ground Rules; Session 5 - Setting Up Camp, Putting Down Roots; Session 6 - God Lives in a Mobile Home.

For the Love of Earth - Studies in Genesis 1-3, Tim Wiebe-Neufeld. Session 1 - Creation, Personally Speaking; Session 2 - Break Time; Session 3 - The Name Game; Session 4 - Bone of My Bone!; Session 5 - Over the Limit; Session 6 - Dead Folks Walking. $5.95

Going on a Promise - Stories of Abraham, Aiden Schlichting Enns and Jeremy Bergen. Session 1 - The Promise of a Blessing; Session 2 - Believe You Anyway; Session 3 - Horrible, Wonderful Sacrifice; Session 4 - In the Name of Faith; Session 5 - How Many Virtuous People Does It Take to; Session 6 - Playing Favorites.

Hanging on to Hope - Studies in Revelation, Joy Lapp. Session 1 - Apocalypse Then and Now; Session 2 - Up Against an Empire; Session 3 - Lion or Lamb?; Session 4 - Confronting the Beast; Session 5 - The Great City Bites the Dust; Session 6 - Everything is Brand New. $5.95
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___ Miracles, Reliving the Miracles of Jesus - Serendipity Group Bible Study (231.7 PEA) $4.95
___ Overcoming Barriers To Church Growth (Study Guide) by Carolyn Egolf, 13 sessions (254.5 EGO) $2.95 Andrew Center
___ Pathway A Second Mile Leader's Guidebook - The Land that I Will Show You Faith & Life Resources
___ Perspectives - Brethren Press 1. Evangelism & Service, Galen Hackman - What good is a good deed to the recipient if it does not come with the message of good news of God’s love & grace? 2. Globalization, Brian Peterson - Christians work for the globalization of the gospel, but should we also work for the globalization of economies? 3. Patriotism & Faith, David R. Miller - Flags are waving & soldiers are going off to war. Is allegiance to country as important as allegiance to God? 4. Peace: God's Infinite Justice, Virginia Wiles - What does the Bible say about the Christian response to terrorism & war? 5. Understanding Islam, David G. Metzler - Not since the Crusades has Islam been so much in the Christian consciousness. 6. Universal Restoration, Frank Ramirez - Universal Restoration, the belief that all people will be redeemed in the final judgment regardless of their sin, has been controversial for all Christian history. 7. Enemylove, Matt Guynn - Matt redirects our thinking from responses to violent situations, such as war and assault, to responses to people, especially our enemies. For pacifists who have long debated whether we should be nonresistant or actively nonviolent, Jesus offers another way, the power of love. 8. Saving the Church, Jonathan Hunter, The survival of the church has been a growing concern for individuals and church leaders. Since the 1950's membership in almost all denominations has declined and so has the church’s influence on society at large. Drawing on Luke 9:23-25, Jonathan says new life for the church of Jesus Christ can come about only as the body of Christ is willing to lose its life. His thoughtful proddings will challenge readers to think in new ways about church revitalization. 9. Fundamentalism, Graydon Snyder, The forces of fundamentalism have rocked politics and religion in the 21st century on both the radical right and the radical left. The impact can be felt in many of our institutions, including the wider church and our own denomination. Graydon explains the phenomenon and why Brethren theology and fundamentalism don’t mix. 10. To Judge or Not to Judge, Timothy Harvey, How can we judge without being judgmental? With careful study of key scripture passages, Tim Harvey makes the case for the church to return to the practice of biblical admonishment. He offers practical advice on the spirit and manner in which discipline can be reclaimed in the church today. 11. Nonconformity, Kenneth Gibble, Early eighteenth-century Brethren believed that obedience to Christ meant “separation” for the world. In dress, lifestyle, values, and distinct religious practices, the Brethren sought to establish their “differentness.” Stating that “nonconformity, in and of itself, is no virtue,” Ken challenges the reader to see that the Apostle Paul’s appeal for nonconformity to the world also includes a call to be transformed into a new creation. Study questions included. ($2.50 @)
___ Saint Benedict on the Freeway, Corinne Ware The author identifies the barriers that keep you from the relationship with God for which you yearn. She identifies key practices and insights which have been helpful to pilgrims through the ages, especially the learned capacity for detachment. She teaches new ways to pray, including realistic approaches to praying the hours, and helps you create a contemporary Rule of Life which is yours alone. A study guide is included for those who wish to read the book together with a circle of friends. Abingdon Press (255.1 WAR) $16.00
___ Serving God on the Job - Foundations for Christian living (301.14 HEI) $6.00 Navpress
___ Sharing Living Water-Study Guide, Carolyn Egolf, 12 sessions (269 EGO) $2.95 Andrew Center Resources
___ Skits That Teach Adults, Colleen Ison. Humor and drama. Two subtle yet powerful ways to point out character weaknesses. Each of these skits has a pointed message for adults. Which of Satan’s ploys is keeping you from witnessing? Which bad attitudes lurk behind your ineffectiveness for God? How deep is your love for God and how is it expressed to others? These skits alone are tremendous teaching tools. Coupled with the discussion questions provided, they have the ability to change lives. (268.4 ISO) $6.99 Standard Publishing
___ Small Group Resources - folder
___ To Till and To Keep -God’s Creation - Biblically-based exploration of the Christian’s call to care for God’s creation in today’s
Without Fear or Hesitation - An interactive encounter with the early Brethren - CD-Rom
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